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Abstract
An in-depth study on the degradation of bisphenol S (BPS) by both single-walled carbon nanotubes and
heat activated persulfate (PS) was investigated in detail. The factors like materials dosage, initial
substrate concentration, initial pH and water matrix on removal of BPS were evaluated and 10 µM BPS
could be completely removed in 90 min under the optimal conditions of [BPS]0: [PS]0 = 1: 100, T = 25 ℃,

pH0 = 7.0, [N-SWCNTs] = 20 mg·L− 1. Fast removal of BPS was also obtained when reaction temperature
reached 65 ℃ without catalyst. There were 15 intermediates identi�ed in total; and hydroxylation, sulfate
addition, carboxylation, the cleavage of S − C bond and polymerization were considered as the main
transformation pathways of BPS in both two systems based on LC-MS analysis. The proportion
discrepancy of •OH and SO4

•− involved in two systems led to different distribution and abundance of
observed products. The results of transition state calculation further con�rmed the reaction potential of
hydroxylation, hydrogen atom abstraction and sulfate addition, and the minimum reaction barriers were
22.20, 25.06 and 13.85 kJ/mol, respectively. The present work �rstly reveals the overall transformation
behavior of BPS in radicals-triggered PS system by combining experimental and theoretical study.

1. Introduction
Bisphenol S (BPS), a substitution product of bisphenol A (BPA), is tremendously utilized as the original
materials of some esters (e.g., makrolon), additives and �re retardants etc. due to the conspicuous
properties. Previous studies have showed that BPS has been widely detected in food (Liao and Kannan,
2014b; Cao et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019), paper products (Liao et al., 2012b), personal care products
(Liao and Kannan, 2014a), surface water (Yamazaki et al., 2015; Jin and Zhu, 2016; Liu et al., 2017b),
indoor dust (Liao et al., 2012a; Wang et al., 2015a) and even in human urine (Liao et al., 2012a; Ye et al.,
2015; Lehmler et al., 2018). Its detection frequency and concentrations are comparable with BPA. For
example, Cao et al. (2019) measured BPS and BPA in food composite samples at the concentrations level
of 1.2–35.0 ng/g and 5.3–41.0 ng/g, and the detection frequency was 5.9% and 6.2%, respectively.
Furthermore, the BPS content increased over years (Jin and Zhu, 2016; Liu et al., 2017b). It is proven that
this compound possesses estrogenic activity (Chen et al., 2002; Okuda et al., 2011; Sidorkiewicz et al.,
2017), acute toxicity (Moreman et al., 2017; Qiu et al., 2018), neurotoxicity (Kim et al., 2015; Kinch et al.,
2015), immunotoxicity (Ma et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2018; Qiu et al., 2018), reproductive
and developmental toxicity (Naderi et al., 2014; Mersha et al., 2015; Ullah et al., 2017). In addition, BPS is
strongly associated with obesity and steatosis (Peyre et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017a; Rezg et al., 2018). It is
much worse that, compared to BPA, BPS has a longer half-life period and poorer bioavailability (Gayrard
et al., 2019), which lead to its removal more di�cult and more expensive (Choi and Lee, 2017).

With the ever-rising concern on this problem, various methods, such as chlorination (Gao et al., 2018),
biodegradation (Wang et al., 2019b), photochemical degradation (Kovačič et al., 2019), manganese
dioxide and ferrate oxidation (Li et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019), have been applied to eliminate BPS.
Nevertheless, the long consuming time, high cost and complex pretreatment etc. hinder the practical
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application of the aforementioned methods. Furthermore, BPS in these systems may be transformed into
multifarious intermediates with unpredictable toxicity although the complete removal can be also
achieved. In this regard, a green, effective and environment-friendly technology is urgently needed.

As a prospective technique, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) can generate multitudes of reactive
free radicals to destruct the pollutants with a high mineralization degree (Duan et al., 2018). Last decades
have witnessed the comprehensively studied progress of persulfate (PS), and it is well-documented that
sulfate radicals (SR, SO4

•−, E0 = 2.6 ~ 3.1 V) and hydroxyl radicals (•OH, E0 = 1.9 ~ 2.8 V) can be formed
after PS activation (Oh et al., 2016; Wacławek et al., 2017; Ike et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2020). Common
activation approaches include heat (Pan et al., 2018b), ultraviolet irradiation (Izadifard et al., 2017; Pan et
al., 2018b), ultrasound (Lu et al., 2019), base (Peng et al., 2017), transition metals (Monteagudo et al.,
2015; Pan et al., 2018b), natural organic matter (NOM) (Lu et al., 2016), ozone (Izadifard et al., 2017),
quinones (Fang et al., 2013), and electrochemical reactions (Farhat et al., 2015). For instance, Liu et al.
(2019b) and Lu et al. (2019) correspondingly used Fe@C activated peroxymonosulfate (PMS) and
ultrasound triggered PS to remove aqueous BPS, and the complete removal of BPS at micromole level
was obtained in minutes, indicating the excellent performance of SR-AOPs. Nevertheless, only 5 or 7
byproducts were reported in these works. The speci�c transformation intermediates and overall pathways
of BPS in SR-AOPs circumstance are still less studied. Besides, phenolic organic compounds tend to
polymerize when treated by general chemical methods (Chen et al., 2019; Dar et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020;
Xiang et al., 2020). As a kind of bisphenol category, it is unknown whether BPS can couple into its
corresponding dimers, trimers and other complex either.

Currently, the ongoing interests have been attracted on nanocarbon-based catalysts for heterogeneous PS
activation (Pan et al., 2018a). Extensive researches have elucidated the excellent catalyzed PS ability of
carbonaceous materials, such as graphene (GP) (Chen and Carroll, 2016), reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
(Wang et al., 2019a) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (Pan et al., 2018a; Cheng et al., 2019), to eliminate
persistent organic pollutants e�ciently. Furthermore, heteroatoms (e.g. N) doping can signi�cantly
improve their catalytic ability. Unfortunately, little knowledge on BPS removed by nanocarbon-based
material activated PS can be obtained, yet.

In such cases, we investigated the overall BPS transformation behavior (including the kinetics
performance, intermediates and reaction pathways) by using (N-doped) carbonaceous materials and heat
activated PS. The purposes of the present research are to 1) test the effects of catalyst dosage, solution
pH, initial substrate concentration and water matrix on BPS abatement in catalyzed PS system; 2)
identify the probable reaction products and deduce the possible oxidation pathways of BPS by combined
the results of LC-TOF-MS analysis and transition state calculation; and 3) explore the underlying effect of
reaction temperature on the distribution and abundance of the identi�ed intermediates of BPS. This
research can provide a useful technique to treat the waters and wastewaters containing BPS and its
analogues, and enrich our knowledge on the transformation behavior, trend and fate of BPS.

2. Materials And Methods
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2.1 Reagents and water matrices
Details of reagents and water matrices used in this study were given in Text. S1.

2.2 Preparation and characterization of nitrogen-doped
nanocarbon based materials
The nitrogen-doped nanocarbon based materials were prepared by thermal decomposition method and
the speci�c preparation was shown in Text. S2, as well as their relative characterization results and
discussion.

2.3 Experimental procedure
A series of kinetics experiments of BPS were carried out in a 250 mL conical �ask containing a certain
amount of BPS and catalyst, at 25°C in a SHA-B thermostatic water bath shaker (Boyuan, China). After
stirred 30 min, the above reaction system could reach adsorption-desorption equilibrium (see Fig. S4). By
adding 0.8 mL 0.1 M PS, the catalytic reaction was initiated. At the selected time points, 1 mL of the
reaction solution were sampled and quickly �ltered through a 0.22 µm te�on �lter into a HPLC vial pre-
added with 50 µL of 0.2 M Na2S2O3 as terminating agent.

No catalyst was added for the single PS oxidation at ambient temperature as control. Consequently, the
sampled reaction solution could be directly analyzed using HPLC instrument. Other experimental
procedures were as same as that with catalyst. In order to �gure out the transformation discrepancy of
BPS during PS oxidation with and without catalyst, we also carried out the tests of heat activated PS
oxidation at 65 ℃. We conducted all experiments in triplicate, and maintained the initial pH to the desired
value by adding 0.1 M NaOH and H2SO4

2.4 Analytical methods
The residual concentrations of BPS were quanti�ed using a Hitachi high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) system (Hitachi, Japan) equipped with a Zorbax 300SB-C18 column (150×4.6
mm, 5 µm) and a 5420 UV-Vis detector. The HPLC parameters were set as: 3‰ formic acid aqueous
solution and methanol (v/v = 45/55) used as mobile phase at a �ow rate of 1 mL min− 1, an injection
volume of 80 µL, and a detection wavelength of 298 nm.

Before LC-MS analysis, sample solutions were puri�ed by solid phase extraction (SPE) equipment to
remove salts and particles. Speci�c processes could be found elsewhere (Liu et al., 2019a). The possible
reaction intermediates of BPS were detected by an X500R QTOF mass spectrometer system (AB Sciex
Pte. Ltd., USA) equipped with a Thermo BDS Hypersil C18 column (2.1×100 mm, 2.4 mm, Thermo Fisher
Scienti�c, USA). The detail setups of HPLC-MS/MS were listed in Supporting Information (SI), Text. S3. All
data were analyzed by using the SCIEX OS 1.6 software (AB Sciex).
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The EPR spectra were recorded by an E500-9.5/12 electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer
(Bruker, German), using DMPO as a spin-trapping reagent for SO4

•− and •OH detection.

The residual concentration of PS anion was measured with a Persee UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Beijing,
China) at 352 nm.

2.5 Transition state calculation
Transition state calculation for the reactions of SO4

•− and • OH with BPS was implemented by using
Gaussian 09 software with the basis set of m062x/lanl2dz. The fact that only one negative eigenvalue of
the Hessian matrix and intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis were used to further verify the
structures of the transition states (TSs). The energies (E) of reactants, TSs and products could be
acquired from their relative output �les by searching the key word “HF”, and the reaction barrier was then
calculated to infer the possible reaction pathways.

3. Results And Discussion

3.1 Removal of BPS by activated PS

3.1.1 Reaction kinetics of BPS in PS/(N-)SWCNTs system
Five nanocarbon-based materials especially SWCNTs, showed the good adsorption and activation PS
potential to remove aqueous BPS and this performance could be promoted after N doping (Text. S4).
Thus, SWCNTs and N-SWCNTs were chosen for subsequent research.

Figure 1 (a-c) revealed the effects of materials concentration, initial substrate concentration and solution
pH on the removal of BPS in PS/N-SWCNTs system, respectively. As seen from Fig. 1 (a), the elimination
rate of the substrate elevated with the increase of N-SWCNTs concentration, likely due to the increasing
adsorption BPS capacity and more amounts of hydroxyl radicals in reaction solution (see Text. S5).
Nevertheless, the increment in N-SWCNTs dosage were not positively related with BPS elimination rate. To
be speci�c, the removal e�ciency of BPS after the addition of 10 mg·L− 1 N-SWCNTs was 63.8% in 90
min; then it suddenly ramped to 100.0% when the N-SWCNTs dosage was 20 mg·L− 1. But just a bit
elevation in BPS removal was found as it further reached 30 mg·L− 1. This result was also observed in the
reports of Liu et al. (2019b) and Cheng et al. (2017).

We also studied the effects of initial substrate concentrations (10, 20 and 30 µM) on BPS removal. From
Fig. 1 (b), we could see that the removal rate of BPS decreased as its initial concentration increased. For a
certain PS concentration, we considered a constant amount of active species generated in solution, which
led to a high removal rate at a low initial BPS concentration. Besides, the higher concentration of target
compound would result in the more formation of reaction intermediates, and their competition with BPS
for oxidants and active sites upon N-SWCNTs inevitably inhibited the removal of the parent compound.
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In Fig. 1 (c), there was no obvious effects on the removal trend of BPS at initial pH 5.0, 7.0 and 9.0.
Additionally, the decrease adsorption of target compound at pH 5.0 might be attributed to the existence of
surface oxygenic functional groups (e.g., −COOH and − OH) on SWCNTs as indicated by the measured O
content in Table. S2. The restrained deprotonation of the acidic functional groups (− COOH and − OH) of
SWCNTs at this pH further inhibited π-electron-donor ability of the graphene surface, which therefore
resulted in weakening π − π electron-donor-acceptor interactions between aromatic compound and
SWCNTs (Chen et al., 2008). In fact, the solution pH is a vital factor during persulfate oxidation process
and the pH variation can largely change the removal rate of the substrates via impacting the species
distribution and contribution of the generated reactive oxygen species (ROS), as well as the changing
existing states of organic compounds (Qi et al., 2021). However, most of impacts could be overlaid or
ignored possibly on account of the proliferated ROS content derived from the catalytic performance of
nanocarbon-based materials towards persulfate (Pan et al., 2018a). This result suggested that the
PS/nanocarbon-based catalysts technique can be applied in a large pH range.

Figure 1 (d) depicted the removal of BPS by PS activated with SWCNTs and N-SWCNTs under the optimal
conditions: 1.0 mM PS, 20 mg·L− 1 catalyst, initial pH 7.0 and 25 ℃. Obviously, 96.0% removal of 10 µM
BPS could be obtained in 90 min reaction for the case of SWCNTs. Just as we discussed above, a
promotion on both adsorption and activation after N doping was observed. This activation effect was
highly consistent with the results of residual PS concentration (Fig. S5).

3.1.2 Degradation of BPS in different water matrices
Three different water samples, including Tap water, River water, and Secondary e�uent were used to
explore the application potential of N-SWCNTs/PS technique for the elimination of BPS. The reaction
temperature was maintained at 25 ℃ and no pH adjustment was conducted. As seem from Fig. S6, the
(nearly) complete removal of BPS in Ultrapure water and Tap water was obtained, while it declined to
80.3% and 52.3% for River water and Secondary e�uent, respectively, due to the high TOC level shown in
Table S4.

3.2 Intermediates identi�cation and reaction pathways
elucidation
The experiments for LC-MS analysis were carried out under the optimal kinetics conditions for PS-catalyst
system. Given the possible effect of reaction temperature on BPS transformation, we also conducted the
single PS activated by heat test for comparison. As shown in Fig. S8, heat activated PS could also
degrade BPS effectively and thus we took 65 ℃ as an example. Based on our detailed analysis, overall,
we identi�ed a total of 15 intermediates in two regimes (12 for PS-catalyst and 14 for PS-heat system).
Moreover, all the calculated errors between the measured mass values and the proposed theoretical
molecular formulas were not more than 5 ppm (Table S5), demonstrating the high reliability of the
structural assignments. The speci�c structures of these intermediates and inferred transformation
pathways in PS/N-SWCNTs and PS-heat systems were summarized in Figs. 2, 3 and S11.
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3.2.1 The PS/N-SWCNTs system
The m/z values ranged from 93.03 to 761.04 among 12 by-products (labeled as P1-P11 and P14)
detected in the PS/N-SWCNTs system. For P1-P6, their m/z values were very close to that of BPS, while
they were as 1.4–3.1 times as high as 249.02, implying that P1-P6, P9-P11 and P14 might be the
analogues and coupling products of BPS, respectively. The highest peak area of all these 12 by-products
obtained from LC-MS spectra were recorded in Fig. S9. Obviously, the peak area of P4, P6, P10 and P11
were much higher than others, indicating they were major intermediates of BPS. Therefore, their MS/MS
spectra in detail were illustrated in Fig. 2 as examples. As seen, three daughter ions with m/z values of
155.99, 108.02 and 92.03 in the compound P4 were attributed to the stepwise losses of C5H5O (81 Da),
SO (48 Da) and O (16 Da), respectively. Hence, P4 was recognized as a decarbonylation derivative of P3
(a secondary by-product of BPS), and its structure was displayed in Fig. 2. As for compound P6, the BPS
fragment ion with m/z 249.02 was observed, which was resulted from the loss of carboxyl group (− COO)
from the parent ion of m/z 293.01, indicating that P6 was a carboxylation product of BPS. The BPS
fragment ion was also found in the MS/MS spectrum of compound P10 (m/z 405.01), which
corresponded to the loss of sulfonylphenol fragment ion (156 Da). Therefore, P10 was identi�ed as a
cross-coupling product of the BPS substrate and sulfonylphenol P8. Similarly, P11 could be inferred as
the dimer of BPS. The rest MS/MS spectra could be found in Fig. S11. Herein, there were four pairs of
isomers, including hydroxylation product P1, and coupling products P9, P10 and P11.

Based on the identi�ed intermediates, we proposed �ve transformation pathways of BPS in PS/N-
SWCNTs solution, shown in Fig. 3. Pathway I was regarded as the hydroxylation of BPS, leading to the
formation of P1 and P2. Meanwhile, P4 was generated by the decarbonylation of P3, an intermediate
which came from the direct oxidation of P1. Potakis et al. (2016) also found PS treatment could make
benzene ring of BPA opening. Pathway II and Pathway III were sulfate addition and carboxylation,
respectively, and correspondingly produced sulfate addition product P5 and the carboxylation product P6.
Recent studies on SR-AOPs have reported sulfate addition and carboxylation products, such as in the
oxidation process of dimethyl phthalate (Xu et al., 2015), terbutaline (Zhou et al., 2017), nonylphenol
triclosan (Qi et al., 2021), BPA (Sharma et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2020), diclofenac (Wu et al., 2019), and
natrual organic matters (Jing et al., 2020). Given that these two kinds of addition products have been
identi�ed as intermediates for various substrates, sulfate addition and carboxylation should be the
signi�cant pathways during SR-AOPs and worth to be well considered.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the cleavage of S − C bond was degradation pathway IV of BPS to further generate
the phenol P7 and sulfonyl phenol P8. These two mono-benzene ring products resulted from BPS
scission had been detected in various systems, such as ultrasound/PS (Lu et al., 2019), heat/PS (Wang et
al., 2017), CuCo2S4/PMS (Haodan et al., 2018), and boron/PS (Shao et al., 2017), indicating that the
cleavage of S − C bond was the common pathway during BPS oxidation.

After underwent H abstraction of hydroxyl radicals or electron transfer of sulfate radicals, BPS and its
phenolic intermediates could self- and cross-couple into its oligomers (P9-P11, and P14) as Pathway V.
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Thanks to the highest abundance of P10 and P11 shown in Fig. S9, polymerization reaction was mainly
responsible for BPS transformation in this system. In general, the radical polymerization of organic
compounds has two routes, namely, C − C and C − O coupling, thus resulting in two different structures of
P9-P11 in this work. Surprisingly, we failed to detect the trimer of BPS in this system, but its hydroxylated
product P14 with the m/z value of 761.05 appeared. The opposite data were obtained in PS-heat system
(discussed below). Therefore, we deduced that P14 should be formed from the cross-coupling reaction of
P1 and P11, while the self-coupling of BPS radicals yielded its relative trimer P15. Many studies have
revealed that the coupling behaviors derive from the reaction of the corresponding radicals (Shao et al.,
2017; Haodan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2020). Our previous work even found a multitude
of coupling products during the photodegradation of poly�uorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PFDDs) on silica
gel (Qu et al., 2019). In these above researches, coupling reaction always plays a vital role on the
transformation of all the selected compounds. Therefore, it warrants further deep study.

3.2.2 The PS-heat system
Main reaction intermediates and transformation pathways of BPS in PS-heat reaction solution were the
same with those in PS/N-SWCNTs system. Speci�cally, eleven intermediates (P1-P11) occurred in these
two systems. Although the reactive mechanisms of these two solutions were same (radical control),
unique products were identi�ed. For example, the hydroxylated trimers of BPS (P14) disappeared while
the coupling products (P12, P13 and P15) were detected in PS-heat condition. Furthermore, their peak
area were largely different with each other (Figs. S9 and S10). Generally, the peak area of these 14
products in PS-heat solution were relatively higher than those in PS-catalyst circumstance. Zrinyi et al.
(2017) in 2017 systematically investigated the effect of reaction temperature on the transformation
pathway of benzoic acid oxidized by PS and the results showed product distribution indeed differed with
changed temperature. They also found that SO4

•− mainly contributed to the transformation of substrate
at 70 ℃ (very approximate to 65 ℃ used in this work), whereas, •OH was considered as the dominant
active species under the PS activated by N-doping single wall carbon nanotubes. The dominant role of
SO4

•− might produce more radicals of BPS and its phenolic intermediates by electron transfer, and further
lead to the more generation of polymers in the PS-heat. Another likelihood was attributed to the loss of
some BPS by nanocarbon materials adsorption when sampled.

In summary, the observations showed that BPS would be subjected to hydroxylation, sulfate addition,
carboxylation, the cleavage of S − C bond and polymerization during PS oxidation. However, the
distribution and abundance of products differed depending on the dominant ROS.

3.3 Theoretical calculation
In general, three reaction mechanisms, namely radical adduct formation (RAF), hydrogen atom
abstraction (HAA), and single electron transfer (SET) are deduced as three possible initial oxidation
reactions of SO4

•− and •OH with phenolic organic contaminants (POCs), suggested by previous
reaserches (Neta et al., 1977; vonSonntag, 1996). The experimental and theoretical results demonstrate
that SO4

•− can oxidize POCs with electron-rich groups via SET mechanism (Minisci et al., 1983; Pan et al.,
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2017; Mei et al., 2019). Figure 4 (a) depicted the speci�c SET mechanism of SO4
•− with BPS. As shown,

BPS was �rstly transformed into a transient cationic intermediate by electron transfer of SO4
•−, and then

BPS radical (C12H9O4S•) could be yielded rapidly after lost a proton. The combination of C12H9O4S• with
its resonance forms caused by the delocalization of the unpaired electron resulted in the formation of
polymeric intermediates (Dec and Bollag, 1994; Chen et al., 2020). Meanwhile, the TSs between SO4

•− and
BPS were calculated to examine the possible sites of RAF occurrence (Fig. 4 (b)). Due to the interaction
between SO4

•− and the other hydroxyl group of BPS, we cannot accurately calculate reaction barriers of
3C and 5C. Therefore, the reaction barriers at C (2) and C (6) were shown in Fig. 4 (b). As seen, their ΔE
values were quite low (13.85 kJ/mol for C (2) and 14.00 kJ/mol for C (6)), further con�rming the speci�c
structure of sulfate addition product P5.

For •OH, RAF and HAA are generally suggested to be the initial oxidation reactions. Therefore, considering
the symmetry of BPS molecular structure, steric hindrance and electron donating group, four possible
carbon sites (2C, 3C, 5C and 6C) and �ve possible hydrogen sites (1H, 2H, 3H, 4H and 5H) in total for •OH
attack were calculated. The corresponding energy pro�les were shown in Fig. 5. It was seen that the ΔE
values at C (2), C (3), C (5) and C (6) sites were 22.20, 23.75, 24.07 and 26.95 kJ/mol, respectively,
comparable to those shown in Fig. 4 (b). The reaction barriers at �ve hydrogen sites by HAA were much
higher than those by RAF, except for ΔE at H (1); and their speci�c values were 25.06 (1), 70.93 (2), 64.20
(3 and 4) and 54.88 (5) kJ/mol. Consequently, RAF and HAA could easily occur at C (2), C (3), C (5), C (6)
and H (1) places. However, only two peaks of hydroxylation product P1 were detected from total ion
current (TIC) chromatograph, suggesting hydroxyl group preferred to link to C (2) and C (3) sites of BPS,
just as depicted in Fig. 3. The generated C12H9O4S• radical after •OH abstracted H could participate in the
subsequent coupling reaction. The detection of hydroxyl addition and coupling products P1, P2 and P9 ~ 
P15 further veri�ed this result.

4. Conclusion
N-SWCNTs and heat showed the good activation PS potential to remove aqueous BPS. Under the
conditions of [BPS]0: [PS]0 = 1: 100, T = 25 ℃, pH0 = 7.0, [N-SWCNTs] = 20 mg·L− 1, 10 µM BPS could be
completely removed in 90 min. The removal rate was improved with the increase in materials dosage at
low initial concentration of BPS. TOC content was highly related with BPS elimination in real water
matrices. According to LC-MS analysis, 12 products were generated in PS/N-SWCNTs system, and
hydroxylation, sulfate addition, carboxylation, the cleavage of S − C bond and polymerization were
responsible for their generation. Some unique products were found in PS-heat situation. The distribution
and abundance of BPS intermediates differed depending on the dominant ROS involved. The calculated
reaction barriers of hydroxylation, hydrogen atom and sulfate addition reaction based on transition state
theory further veri�ed the above proposed mechanisms.
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Figure 1

The effects of materials concentration (a), initial substrate concentration (b), solution pH (c); and N
doping (d) on the degradation of BPS in PS/N-SWCNTs system. Conditions: [BPS]0 = 10 μM, [PS]0 = 1.0
mM, T = 25 ℃, pH0 = 7.0, [(N-)SWCNTs] = 20 mg·L-1

Figure 2

The MS/MS spectra of main products (P4, P6, P10 and P11) in the PS/N-SWCNTs system
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Figure 3

Transformation pathways of BPS in the PS/N-SWCNTs system and PS-heat system. Conditions: [BPS]0 =
10 μM, [PS]0 = 1.0 mM, pH0 = 7.0. Note that the intermediates not speci�ed in this �gure were common
products in the two systems
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Figure 4

Scheme for the SET mechanism (a) and energy pro�les (△E, kJ/mol) calculated at the m062x/lanl2dz
level for the RAF mechanism (b) of SO4•− with BPS

Figure 5

Energy pro�les (△E, kJ/mol) calculated at the m062x/lanl2dz level for the RAF (a) and HAA (b)
mechanisms of •OH with BPS
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